BTL Activities - Redefined Range of Services by
Panache Exhibitions

Panache Exhibitions has proved its exclusiveness time and again through innovative BTL activities. Panache has built credibility among its customers
through 360° bespoke exhibit solutions. In the large design and fabrication market of India, this company has grown by instilling modern strategies
along with their implementation.
The team has executed BTL activation services according to the customized services of clients in aesthetically appealing and functional way.
Panache Exhibitions has adapted to the maturity curve of the exhibition design & build industry. The proficient exhibition stand designers and
fabricators have altogether improved the quality of business promotion and increased the efficiency of companies. Cutting edge technology, change in
economic scenario and a vision to increase productivity of the business have helped the company in retaining happy clients. The exhibition stall design
services of Panache are currently relying on design domains like graphic designing, industrial design and human computer interaction. These domains
are intended at accelerating business expansion of companies and thereby, increasing their annual revenue. The in-house exhibition stall design and
production team of this company has flexibility to bring transition in the mechanism of exhibit solutions according to the industry. This rich flair of the
team Panache has attained global recognition wherein, international exhibitors have approached the team with their individual business expansion
plan. After serving more than 800 clients, Panache Exhibitions is seeking valuable inputs from its happy, assertive and enlightened consumers. This
initiative has helped the team to make the BTL activation process successful according to the domestic and international standards of exhibit design &
build industry. Indian exhibitors looking forward to exponential change for business promotion hail from Delhi, Mumbai, Bangalore and Chennai.
Mohammad Razi Shakir, the director and founder of Panache Exhibitions exclaimed, “Our exhibit solutions have evolved from modest trend of design
world to modern and technologically advanced perception. Our chief objective is to deliver nothing but finesse to clients.” Panache has added social
sense to the exhibition stall design master plan of its clients through design strategy. Apart from stall designing, the company has amalgamated the
production, installation and beneficial services of contractors in its exhibit solutions. Amidst the newly developed business models, touch and feel of
exhibit solutions tailored by this team have offered strategic and long term direction to the clients. For more information, visit:
https://www.panache-worldwide.com/about-us.php Follow us on: https://www.instagram.com/Panache.Exhibitions https://twitter.com/Panache_india
https://in.linkedin.com/company/panache-exhibitions https://facebook.com/PanacheExhibitions/
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